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In 2009 the UNOLS Fleet Improvement Committee prepared eight debriefing questions to help
determine how the unique features of the R/V Sharp have affected cruise operations and how
these features were perceived by science users. These questions were asked of eight chief
scientists after cruises they conducted in either 2010 or 2011. All users greatly appreciated the
R/V Sharp's flexible and novel design and felt that the new attributes were valuable and helped
them to better meet their science objectives.

REPORT CONTENT
The R/V HUGH R. SHARP (Fig. 1) is a 146’ foot, state-of-the art, general-purpose, Regional
Class, research vessel built by Dakota Creek Industries in Anacortes, Washington, and officially
commissioned into service as part of the University-National Oceanographic Laboratory System
(UNOLS) fleet in May 2006. By the end of 2011 the Sharp completed 1061 days of science at
sea under the operation of the University of Delaware. These cruises served 44 principal
investigators for projects funded by the National Science Foundation (492 days), Navy (217
days), National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (182 days), and several other
sources (170 days). The ship's regular operating region is the Delaware and Chesapeake Bays
and adjacent coastal waters out to 200 nautical miles. However, work has been conducted as far
north as the Gulf of Maine, as far south as Florida, and as far offshore as Bermuda. The Sharp
was designed and outfitted with several innovative features and meets International Council for
the Exploration of the Sea (ICES) Report 209 sound emission standards.

Fig. 1. The R/V Hugh R. Sharp at sea.

The Sharp has a shallow draft to facilitate estuarine operations and was designed to be
acoustically quiet. A second major design goal was to maximize operational flexibility through
modularity and convertibility of the interior spaces. Additionally, the Sharp has several unique
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design features, including a novel over-the-side handling system with docking head for the CTD
(Fig. 2), a retractable centerboard (Fig. 3), a convertible back deck/van space (Fig. 4) with a
covered vestibule to connect the van and lab spaces, and a computer controlled dynamic
positioning system that holds the ship on position using twin rotatable Z-Drives and a tunnel bow
thruster.

Fig 2. (upper left) The over-the-side handling system and CTD
docking head
Fig. 3 (above) An overhead view of the retractable centerboard
Fig. 4 (lower left) The interior of the standard UNOLS van that
is used to accommodate specialized user lab space needs

In 2009 the UNOLS Fleet Improvement Committee prepared eight debriefing questions to help
determine how the unique features of the Sharp have affected cruise objectives and to gather
experiences of scientists who have used the new design features at sea (Table 1). These
questions were asked of eight chief scientists after cruises they conducted in either 2010 or 2011.
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Table 1. Debrief Questions for R/V Hugh R. Sharp Investigators 2010-2011.

No. Design Feature, Explanation and Question Posed during Debrief Interviews
1
Size: In order to maintain operational flexibility and reduce overall lifeǦcycle costs the Sharp was designed to
stay below key regulatory size thresholds. The Sharp is less than 300 Domestic Gross Register Tons and 500
International Gross Tons, which are both volume measurements used by the shipping industry. This vessel is
essentially as large as can be designed and stay within these limits. Has the overall size of the vessel either
enabled or hindered you in meeting the science objectives of your cruise? Please explain how with
specific examples.

2
OverǦtheǦSide Handling System: The Sharp has been outfitted with a system that allows “hands free” launch
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and recovery of CTD and other systems on the starboard side using a docking head and motion controlled
winch systems. Has this system had a positive impact on your work and if so how? Are there any
negative impacts associated with this system?
Retractable Centerboard with Mounted Acoustic Transducers: The Sharp is fitted with a retractable
centerboard that can be lowered to 2 meters below the keel and on which there are three 24” x 24” transducer
bays for ship and science use. Transducers are changeable alongside. Has this arrangement had any
significant positive or negative impacts on your work?
Acoustically Quiet: The Sharp was designed, engineered and built to be below ICES 209 noise limits at 8.0
knots. Radiated airborne noise within the ship is also designed to be at low levels. Have you noticed any
difference compared to other vessels, and has this had any positive or negative impacts on your work?
Vans and Deck Space: The setup of the Sharp for any particular cruise is “modular” in that there is a choice
between more deck space or more enclosed lab, berthing or storage space. The design of the Sharp
incorporates the ability to fit two vans on the back deck for lab space or other uses. These vans are essentially
integrated into the superstructure when installed. If you have used the vans, how well did they
accommodate your internal space requirements? Did this modularity have a positive or negative
impact on your cruise planning and work at sea?
Variable Berthing Capacity: The Sharp can accommodate science parties ranging from 14 to 20. By using the
conference room as a twoǦperson stateroom, 16 can be carried presently. In the future by using a 4Ǧperson
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berthing van the total can be 18 or 20. Did your project have need for the full berthing capacity of Sharp,
and what do you see as the benefits and drawbacks to the approaches available on Sharp?
Dynamic Positioning: The Sharp was designed and outfitted with dynamic positioning (DP) capabilities. This
is accomplished by using twin rotatable Z-Drives, a tunnel bow thruster and a commercially available
computer controlled dynamic positioning system. All of these components add cost, maintenance
requirements and complexity to the operation of the vessel. How important was the DP system to your
work? How well did this system operate during your cruise(s)? Was noise from the DP system
disruptive?
Other Features: Can you describe other design, outfitting or operational features of the Sharp that had
significant positive or negative impacts on your work at sea? Should these features be requirements of
other new Regional Class Research Vessels (RCRVs)? Were there any important design features
missing that should be available on RCRVs?
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The feedback received from debriefings is summarized in Table 2 according to design feature to
inform design recommendations for future Regional Class Research Vessels.
Most users found that the size of the Sharp was about right for their needs. All users greatly
appreciated the ship's flexibility to accommodate more or fewer scientists due to its variable
berthing arrangement. Some did comment that the ship space and ship crewing were at
operational limits at maximum berthing, and that this number of scientists was not practical for
longer cruises. Most of the scientists in our survey did not have scientific needs that required an
acoustically quiet ship, but all users commented on how quiet the Sharp is compared to other
ships and how this really had a positive impact on ship habitability.
Responses were overwhelming favorable on the novel features of the R/V Sharp. The over-theside (OTS) handling system was well received. Several scientists commented on its ease of use
and safety, and also mentioned that the system allowed them to sample in higher sea states than
would be possible for other ships of this size. (One negative comment outside of this survey was
received from a potential Sharp user who had concerns that the OTS design and proximity of the
docking head to the rosette could increase low level contamination of samples collected using the
rosette bottles.) Most users did not need the retractable centerboard feature but appreciated its
value. The one scientist that did use the retractable centerboard really liked the design, and
commented on the ease and speed in which equipment could be mounted or removed and how
this was a great benefit to their science needs. The shallow draft was felt to be very valuable for
estuarine operations although it does increase ship roll even with trim tabs. The stairs and ship
design was ideal for a user who did a lot of diving operations. One user praised the load control
system on the A-frame.
Users liked the flexibility of the van arrangements and deck space. Most users felt that the deck
space was adequate for their needs even with two vans. The unique vestibule walkway design to
connect the van and labs worked very well. The vestibule arrangement was especially valuable to
users who worked in both specialized vans and lab spaces, and who needed the protection and
safety moving between these spaces. One user praised the modular hoods and the flexibility of
hood placement in the labs. Users indicated some improvements could be made in the design of
connectivity between the van and lab spaces for running cables, transfer lines etc., in the
freshwater supply to van and/or deck spaces.
Users who needed dynamic positioning were pleased with its operation. Users who had not used
DP before commented on how this improved station keeping and was especially beneficial as the
Sharp often does operations in confined areas or areas of high tidal currents. One comment was
received indicating that the DP was not capable of holding the ship in position during rough
weather.
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Suggestions were made on other improvements to better accommodate current and future needs.
A SEABEAM capability for bottom mapping would be useful. One user commented that the
9/16" trawl wire was undersized for some operations and expressed a future need to have a
capability for dual cable operations (fiber optic and wire rope). Users mentioned that there was
some room for improvement is a few specific areas: the underway data acquisition system and
logging of data streams (e.g. winch data), internet capability, the ship's crane and the underway
clean seawater system.

In summary, all users greatly appreciated the R/V Sharp's flexible and novel design features and
felt that these features were valuable and helped them to better meet their science objectives.
Without exception, all users thought that the Sharp was a great ship and one of the most capable,
if not the most capable, regional ship currently in the UNOLS fleet.
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